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Project Overview
Marilla Street serves as a strong physical connector between
the Dallas Farmers Market and Dallas City Hall. Although
it has a strategic location, there are both design problems
and social issues along the corridor that are in need of
improvement. The street lacks adequate pedestrian facilities,
including crosswalks and paved sidewalks, creating an
unsafe and unpleasant experience for pedestrians. Vehicular
movement at the intersection of Marilla/ Park/ Canton,
a transition from a two-way to a one-way street, creates
dangerous conditions for both pedestrians and vehicles.
In addition, the area has a long history of vagrancy and
homelessness, which further contributes to the perception
of lack of safety in the area.

With the poor pedestrian experience and dangerous
vehicular movements in mind, there has long been the
desire to improve Marilla Street in this geography. As such,
The 360 Plan identified Marilla Street as a priority pedestrian
improvement project. The overall goal of this project was
to change mobility patterns in this corner of Downtown by
encouraging non-automotive mobility between the Farmers
Market and Civic Center districts while also improving
vehicular and pedestrian safety on the street. The vision was
for cost-effective improvements such as lighting, crosswalks,
street trees, and ADA improvements to be installed in the
intermediate, with full reconstruction of the right-of-way
coming at a later date.

Marilla Street between St Paul and Ervay is a short stretch of road lacking pedestrian improvements, lighting, and traffic calming,
creating an unsafe, undesirable experience for users. The corridor lies between several of Downtown Dallas’ most notable destinations.

In 2018, Downtown Dallas, Inc. (DDI) and the City of Dallas
partnered to make improvements along the corridor as a
part of The 360 Plan implementation. In order to determine
the desired improvements, feedback was gathered from
nearby residents and employees. To kickstart the project,
known as the #MarillaMakover, a large community walk,
known at the Marilla to Market Walk, occured on June 8,
2018. In conjunction with the walk, a survey was conducted
during the walk and also shared electronically with the
community. This feedback, as well as conversations with
individual stakeholders, provided the basis for designing
street improvements. Once a preliminary design was
conceived, the City of Dallas and DDI worked with
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56%

6%

of respondents strongly
agreed there is not
enough shade along
Marilla Street

of respondents strongly
agreed they felt safe
walking along Marilla
Street

surrounding stakeholders and the City Councilmember to
improve the first design concept. Once a final design was
agreed upon, the improvements, including seven new
crosswalks, new street trees, street art, and a reconfigured
intersection, were installed in Fall 2018. To celebrate
the improvements and gather feedback on the project,
the #MarillaMakeover Grand Opening event occurred
in November 2018. Many community members had a
positive reception towards the improvements, although
it was acknowledged that further improvements, such as
additional street trees and permanent ADA improvements,
are needed to make the street fully accessible for all users.
There are also still concerns about general safety in the area.

68%

of respondents strongly
disagreed or disagreed
that there are safe
pedestrian crossings on
Marilla Street

The project and the process through which it was
implemented highlighted elements that were successful
and where improvements need to be made or lessons can
be learned. These lessons, along with the survey results,
provide a road map for next steps for the #MarillaMakeover
as well as future community-led tactical urbanism projects in
Dallas.
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Planning Process
02

1

Improve the pedestrian
experience along the
corridor, connecting
two downtown districts

2

Improve vehicular and
pedestrian safety at the
Marilla/ Canton/ Park
intersection

3

Reduce heat island
effect through the
provision of trees and
other shade structures

Initial
Design
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Stakeholder
Feedback

Once the initial design
was completed, the
proposed improvements
were presented to local
stakeholders, including
adjacent property owners
and the area’s City
Councilmember. Over the
course of several meetings
and design iterations, changes
were made to the design to
create a street most in line
with the neighborhood’s
vision.

Using feedback received
from the survey, as well as
observed pedestrian and
vehicular safety issues and
traffic counts, the City of
Dallas Planning + Urban
Design and Transportation
Departments created an
initial design of possible
improvements for Marilla
Street. These improvements
included new street
trees, crosswalks, and a
reconfigured intersection.
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Refined
Design

Marilla Street Project Conceptual Design
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Project Scope:
Neighborhood Calming Improvements for a temporary basis
along Park Avenue, Canton St, St. Paul St, and Marilla St in
Downtown Dallas
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Timeline:
October 1st-December 31st
Improvements:
• 7 crosswalks to be installed
• Stripped bulbouts and traffic calming islands at Park/ Marilla
intersection, the Canton/ Marilla intersection, and the St Paul/
Marilla intersection
• Potted plants and street trees along Marilla
• New tree plantings along Marilla
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Design
Installed

Beginning in October 2018,
the various components of
the design were installed. The
first element installed was
the new pavement markings,
including the new crosswalks.
The potted street trees,
permanent street trees, and
the street art were installed
over the next several weeks
leading up to the grand
opening event on November
16th.

Upon receiving feedback
from the surrounding
stakeholders, the City of Dallas
Planning + Urban Design and
Transportation Departments
worked together to create
a design that achieved
community desires and met
the project goals.

Marilla Street Project Design
Marilla Street Temporary Street Closure Conceptual Design
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Downtown Dallas, Inc. and
the City of Dallas Planning
+ Urban Design hosted
a lunchtime walk from
Dallas City Hall to the Dallas
Farmers Market. During the
walk, a survey was given to
participants. This feedback,
along with neighborhood
engagement, helped identify
issues and prioritize design
elements.
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Project
Goals
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Project Design
1
THE STEWPOT

The outer lane of traffic of Canton, already a flex
parking lane, was closed to traffic and converted
to a permanent parking lane.
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3

Eliminated Marilla to Park turn
movement
The dangerous two-way to one-way movement
on Marilla was eliminated, creating a large
pedestrian island later used for an art installation.

2
4

Created a traffic management
island with 3 new crosswalks
A new traffic island was added at the western
intersection of Marilla and Park, forcing drivers to
make a left or right turn. Three new crosswalks
were also added at this intersection.
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Reconfigured Marilla/ Park
intersection, including 2 new
crosswalks
The eastern intersection of Marilla and Park was
restriped, reducing Marilla to two traffic lanes.
Additionally, two new crosswalks were added.
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COMMUNITY
GARDEN

5

Eliminated a lane of traffic

4

5

Planted 9 potted street trees
In coordination with the Urban Forestry Advisory
Committee and DDI, nine temporary potted
street trees were added to the street on the
northern side of Marilla between St Paul and Park.

CANTON
STREET
STORAGE
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Planted 2 permanent street
trees
In coordination with the Urban Forestry Advisory
Committee and DDI, two permanent street trees
were added to the street.

7

Created bulbout and 2 new
crosswalks at Marilla/ St. Paul
The intersection of Marilla and St. Paul was
restriped to eliminate a wide free-right turn and
provide a much-needed crosswalk on St. Paul.
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Project Installation

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

By the Numbers

October 3rd: Striping improvements, including all
pavement lines and new crosswalks, were installed.
October 10th: Nine potted street trees provided by the
Urban Forestry Advisory Committee were installed into
planters provided by DDI. The trees will remain along Marilla
until early 2019, when they will be permanently planted in
various locations around Downtown Dallas.
November 5th: bcWorkshop unveiled temporary ADA
improvements designed to solve difficult areas along the
Marilla corridor. The bcWorkshop project, conducted in
coordination with the City of Dallas, was funded by the
AARP.
November 10th: As a part of CityLab High School’s Art and
Communication Studio, students designed and installed a
street art project along the corridor in conjunction with City
of Dallas staff, Better Block, and Architexas.

1

Eliminated turn movement

2

Permanent Street Trees

7

New Crosswalks

9

Temporary Street Trees

190

November 13th: Two permanent sycamore trees provided
by the Urban Forestry Advisory Committee were planted
near the corner of St. Paul and Marilla.

4,200
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Survey Respondents
Square feet of reclaimed
pedestrian space
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Grand Opening
The #MarillaMakeover Grand Opening Celebration occurred
on Friday, November 16th, 2018. Held between 11am and
2pm, the event, which began with a small walk from City
Hall to the improvements located two blocks away on
Marilla, attracted a large lunch crowd.
The event included a street fair with representatives from
City of Dallas Departments, including Planning + Urban
Design, the Office of Environmental Quality, and Women
Infants and Children. Additional vendors included The
Stewpot, Lime Bike/ Scooter, Bike DFW, DDI, bcWorkshop,
the Dallas Public Library, SMU’s Master of Arts in Design
and Innovation Program, Rapha Tea, and the Trinity River
Conservancy.
In addition to the street fair along Marilla Street, the Grand
Opening celebrated and showcased the CityLab High
School Art Installation. The students also constructed a
human sundial and a set of vertical gardens that lined the
side of the Architexas building. The event showcased a
street furniture pop-up installation led by Better Block and
Architexas that included a bandshell and a large swing.
Utilizing the bandshell, there was live music performed by
Don Wall and Kelly Cutler. These musicians were provided in
coordination with Pulse Dallas. The event also provided two
food trucks, Ruthie’s Rolling Cafe and Easy Sliders. The food
trucks were located in the Encore Park Community Garden.
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Results

Lessons
1

Throughout the #MarillaMakeover Grand Opening and
following the event, the same survey conducted in June
during the initial Marilla to Market Walk was redistributed to
visitors and the community. This provided important data
to allow the City to compare people’s perceptions of the
street before and after the improvements were installed.
This, along with an interactive chalkboard installed during
the event, helped provide valuable feedback to gauge if the
installation had been successful. Visitors remarked that they
hoped to see more public art, improved safety (including
for women), better lighting, more shade, the conversion to
two-way streets, a ban on cars, and better sidewalks.

The survey results also show that, while the improvements
were noticed and appreciated, more improvements are
still desired. 80% of respondents still felt that there is not
enough shade along Marilla Street. Additionally, 56% of
respondents either agree or strongly agree that warm
weather is a factor when deciding to walk along the
corridor. 76% of respondents also feel that the sidewalks
along Marilla are not handicap accessible. These results
solidify the need for further pedestrian improvements
and shade along the corridor. And only with a full
reconstruction of the street will a truly ideal pedestrian
environment be achieved.

40%

17%

of respondents strongly
agreed or agreed that
the sidewalks are in
good condition, up from
20% in June 2018.

of respondents strongly
agreed they felt safe
walking along Marilla
Street, up from 6% prior
to the improvements
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32%
of respondents strongly
agreed or agreed that
there are safe pedestrian
crossings on Marilla
Street, up from 23%.

2

3

Actively engage all stakeholders
early in the process

Working hand-in-hand with
Transportation is key

You can never have too many
partners

Following the initial design meetings
with nearby property owners and
stakeholders, several stakeholders
initially expressed concerned about
some of the proposed changes. Upon
subsequent meetings, their concerns
were resolved, and the project
benefited from their input.

Once initial feedback was received, DDI
and Planning + Urban Design shared
their initial design concepts with
the Department of Transportation.
Transportation was able to provide
critical engineering advice and
guidance as the project advanced.

Over the course of the
#MarillaMakeover project, DDI worked
with nine separate groups and six
City departments. Each entity was
able to bring new ideas and support
to the project, proving that in a large,
complex project such as this, there is
no such thing as too much support.

Recommendations
1

Make semi-permanent some of the traffic installations
The reconfigured intersection at Marilla/ Canton/ Park has helped solve awkward and dangerous traffic patterns. The
improvements have made it safer for pedestrians to cross all three streets by providing more clearly demarcated paths
of travel and highly-visible crossings. The reconfigured intersection has slowed travel speeds along Marilla Street in
the westbound direction. The intersection installation could be made more permanent through more permanent
signage and the installation of barriers such as flexi-sitcks and zebra barricades. These improvements will make the
reconfigured intersection a more permanent, long-term installation that will ensure a safer intersection for all users.

2

Find a long-term solution for homelessness in the area
During all points of engagement during the planning process and in feedback obtained during the #MarillaMakeover
Grand Opening, the most common observation was the general feeling of lack of safety due to the large vagrant
population that frequently occupies the Marilla corridor due to the proximity of The Stewpot and The Bridge. As
a part of the planning process for the #MarillaMakeover project, Planning + Urban Design and DDI worked with
City Departments, including Homeless Solutions, Code Compliance, and Dallas Police to identify current issues in
the project area, including drug-related crime and legal street feedings by churches and non-profits. Although
understanding these problems helped to mitigate various problems during project installation and the Grand
Opening, it was agreed by all parties that a more long-term, viable strategy for the homelessness problem in the area
needs to be created. Only then will the concerns about safety along the corridor be adequately addressed.

3

Institutionalize tactical urbanism projects for neighborhood groups
Numerous cities have institutionalized tactical urbanism to simplify such work. By allowing neighborhoods to solve
existing problems, the city is made better as a whole. Additionally, this allows for solutions that will not require the
same budgetary constraints that might exist for a City-led project. These installations by neighborhood groups can
serve as a guide for future reconstruction projects eventually spearheaded by the City or private development.
The #MarillaMakeover was a success due in large part to the substantial collaboration between Downtown Dallas, Inc.
and the City of Dallas Planning + Urban Design Department. The planning process was arduous, time-consuming, and
required numerous internal and external meetings to settle on an agreed-upon design and plan for the corridor. With
an overall budget of less than $10,000, the benefits have been substantial. This project, one of the first of its kind in
Dallas, helped highlight a potential path for neighborhoods to follow in the future. Future projects will want to work
in conjunction with the City to ensure that their proposals meet engineering standards and have support from the
neighborhood, but would also benefit from a more streamlined process. Using the #MarillaMakeover as a guide, there
is an opportunity to institutionalize this process as a model for neighborhood groups to follow.
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